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ABSTRACT Major countries around the world are leveraging information and communications technology
(ICT), such as artificial intelligence, big data, cloud computing and cybersecurity, to strengthen their mili-
taries. These technological advancements are driving the changes in weapon systems, strategies, and tactics.
In 2021, the South Korean Ministry of National Defense introduced the concept of ‘‘military meta power’’
to describe the power generated in the cognitive military domain utilizing ICT. This concept is significant
in that it differentiates between cognitive and physical military power, emphasizing the importance of the
cognition-based power in future warfare. Additionally, the concept consolidates various cognitive military
capabilities, including AI capability, cyber capability, space capability, and C4ISR (Command, Control,
Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance), into a unified ICT-generated
power. This study aims to contribute to the literature on ‘‘militarymeta power’’ by providing a comprehensive
overview of its characteristics, composition, and attributes. To achieve this objective, the research begins
with an exploration of the philosophical insights on technology related to ICT, followed by a comprehensive
review of the perspectives of existing academic papers. Finally, this study provides an in-depth analysis of
various military strategies.

INDEX TERMS Military meta power, the extension theory of technology, military cognitive capability, ICT,
AI, data.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the realm of modern warfare, major nations are rapidly
advancing their military capabilities by leveraging sophis-
ticated information and communications technology (ICT),
including artificial intelligence (AI), big data, cloud com-
puting, cybersecurity, and advanced networks [1], [2], [3],
[4], [5]. This is leading to the automation and unmanned
operation of weapon systems, as well as profound changes
in military strategies and tactics [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].
This paper initiates its exploration by addressing a funda-
mental question: how can military power generated by ICT
be precisely defined? Given the transformative nature of
these technologies and their significant impact on military
power [12], defining this phenomenon is important.

In this context, we focus on the ‘Defense Vision 2050’
published by the South Korean Ministry of National Defense
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(MND) in November 2021. The ministry presented a new
concept of ‘military meta power’ to describe military power
generated in the cognitive domain based on ICT [13]. In paral-
lel, the ministry named traditional physical military power as
‘military hard power [13].’ The South Korean ministry’s sep-
aration ‘ICT-driven military power in the cognitive domain’
from ‘traditional physical military power’ highlights the dis-
tinct nature of these two types of power. The differentiation
aligns with the ministry’s effort to identify the characteristics
of emerging military power based on ICT.

Making a distinction between ‘power in the cognitive
domain’ and ‘power in the physical domain’ stems from the
philosophical exploration of the relationship between humans
and technology, as evident in ‘the extension theory of technol-
ogy [14], [15], [16], [17], [18].’ Advocated by scholars like
Ernst Kapp and Marshall McLuhan, this theory proposes that
tools and machines extend and amplify human physical and
cognitive capabilities [14], [15], [17]. This concept becomes
intuitively apparent when we consider examples: basic tools
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such as hammers enhance our physical abilities, whereas
advanced instruments like microscopes and computers aug-
ment our sensory and cognitive capacities [16]. Notably,
McLuhan argues that electric technology externally enhances
human cognitive functions [17], forming a theoretical foun-
dation for this study, which investigates the implications of
ICT-enabled warfare on military cognitive capabilities.

In the cognitive domain, numerous studies have been con-
ducted on ICT-based military capabilities up to this point.
These studies have mainly focused on AI capability [8],
[19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29],
cyber capability [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37],
[38], [39], [40], space capability [9], [36], [41], [42], [43],
and ‘command, control, communications, computers, intelli-
gence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) [44], [45],
[46], [47].’ These investigations have undoubtedly yielded
valuable insights. However, a tendency to analyze themilitary
applications narrowly within these isolated areas often over-
looks the broader impacts of these technologies on military
operations, which are essential for comprehending the full
facets of these military capabilities.

Furthermore, some studies have distinguished AI from
other ICT and emphasized the differences [27], [48]. This per-
spective overlooks the essential interconnectedness of these
technologies in practice. AI isn’t simply a separate entity; it
relies heavily on other ICT components like cloud computing,
communications networks, and the Internet of Things (IoT)
to function effectively. This is particularly the case for the
military, which requires real-time information sharing and
analysis of data generated on awide range of battlefields. This
interconnectedness of ICT is crucial for the effective real-time
operation of AI in military contexts.

Recognizing the interdependent and complementary
nature of these ICT components is central to our research.
By adopting a holistic perspective, we aim to delve into the
intricate cognitive aspects of ICT-based military capabilities.
This approach prioritizes not just understanding individual
technologies in isolation, but appreciating how their con-
vergence enhances military cognitive functions. Such an
understanding is vital for a complete appreciation of the
cognitive dynamics at play in modern military capabilities.

In the context of ICT, this study reviews and synthesizes
the various academic research and military strategies, and
analyzes the various military capabilities associated with ICT
to define and explore the concept of the newly emerging
military power. Through these efforts, we aim to develop
a comprehensive framework for understanding the cogni-
tive aspects of ICT-based military power, offering valuable
insights for both military policy makers and scholars.

II. RESERCH FRAME
This study aims to provide a comprehensive framework for
understanding the concept of ‘military meta power,’ a new
type of military power introduced by the South KoreanMND.
The South Koreanministry introduced the concept of military
meta power in its ‘Defense Vision 2050,’ which defines it

as military power generated by ICT. Military meta power is
distinct from physical military power (military hard power),
as described below [13].
‘Military meta power’ is the emerging cognitive force in

the military, powered by the rapid adoption of advanced tech-
nologies such as AI, big data, and hyper-connected networks.
It represents an expanding sphere of influence that transcends
traditional constraints of time and space, enabled by real-time
data exchange and intelligent analysis.

‘Military hard power’ embodies the tangible force of the
military, characterized by the destructive capabilities, preci-
sion, and durability. This includes the collective strength of
weapon systems, equipment, supplies, and personnel.

The South Korean MND’s definition of cognitive military
power based on ICT has various implications, potentially
reshaping decision-making processes and blurring traditional
battlefield boundaries. To delve into these implications, this
study reviews relevant philosophical insights, existing aca-
demic research, and various military strategies. It aims to
elucidate the composition, structure, and characteristics of the
emerging military power driven by ICT.

This study explores the concept of ‘military meta power’
through a four-stage approach. First, it investigates ‘the
technology extension theory,’ which posits that technology
extends and amplifies human capabilities in both domains:
‘physical through mechanical principles’ and ‘cognitive
through electronic ones’ [14], [16], [17]. This foundational
principle provides the philosophical framework for differenti-
ating between physical and cognitive military power, forming
the basis for a deeper understanding of their roles in future
warfare.

Second, this study reviews existing academic research
on the various military capabilities developed through the
application of ICT. Through this review, it was confirmed
that academic research is being conducted with a tendency
to focus on four key areas: AI capability, cyber capability,
space capability, and C4ISR. These studies provide valuable
insights into the meaning of ICT-enabled military capabilities
in each area.

Third, this study takes a comprehensive approach to
examine ICT-based military power, extending beyond the
boundaries of existing academic research. It introduces a
novel framework for military power composition that inte-
grates all key ICT-enabled military capabilities. To achieve
this, we meticulously examined a selection of publicly avail-
able military strategies, ultimately focusing on 14 strategies
released by the U.S. military [49], [50], [51], [52], [53], [54],
[55], [56], [57], [58], [59], [60], [61], [62]. Our choice of U.S.
strategies ‘‘is based on three key factors. (1) The U.S. military
has publicly released a rich and diverse set of ICT-related
strategies across various fields, offering a comprehensive
foundation for this analysis. (2) By focusing on strategies
from a single entity, the U.S. military, we ensure greater inter-
nal consistency and coherence in the policies examined. (3)
It is noteworthy that nations tend to share similar approaches
and global technological standards when employing ICT for
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TABLE 1. Examined U.S. military strategic documents related to ICT.

military purposes. Therefore, the strategies of the U.S. mili-
tary serve as a valuable reference point with broader global
relevance. The strategies analyzed are presented in Table 1.
To unveil the composition of ICT-based cognitive mili-

tary power, we delved into U.S. military strategies through
the prism of military data life cycle – the processes of
data generation, transmission, processing, and interpretation.
By scrutinizing how these data processes interact within
these strategies, we demonstrated that seemingly disparate
cognitive capabilities are intricately interconnected, form-
ing a singular, coherently linked structure. This revelation
underpins our proposition: ICT-based military power is not
a mosaic of distinct parts, but rather a unified force.

Fourth, the South Korean military proposed the concept
of ‘military meta power’ as the embodiment of ICT-driven
capabilities, and identified four attributes of this power:
interaction, integration, analytics, and agility. This study syn-
thesizes the South Korean military’s framework, academic
research, and various military strategies to provide specific
delineations of these attributes in the context of the cognitive
military power.

III. THE EXTENSION THEORY OF TECHNOLOGY
The relationship between humans and technology has been a
subject of philosophical inquiry for centuries. The extension
theory of technology, a prominent school of thought in tech-
nology philosophy, argues that technology extends human
capabilities [14], [18]. The extension theory posits that tools
and machines extend the capabilities of the human body and
mind outward [15]. This argument provides an intuitive logic
in the context of ‘‘hammers extend human arm capabilities,
microscopes extend human eye capabilities, and computers

extend human brain capabilities [16].’’ This thesis provides
important insights into the exploration of how technology,
including ICT, affects military power.

In particular, Marshall McLuhan’s view that ‘‘electric tech-
nology extends and enhances human cognitive function after
the emergence of electric technology [17]’’ is the main theo-
retical basis of this paper. In this study, we examined military
cognitive capabilities that are formed by extending human
cognitive capabilities using electric technology, namely ICT.

The idea that technology is an extension of the human body
originated with Aristotle [14]. Aristotle argued that ‘‘the body
is our natural tool [63].’’ Since then, the tools that humans use
have expanded from naturally-made to human-made. In 1870,
Ralph Waldo Emerson proposed that human body serves as a
source that stimulates technological progress. He argued that
‘‘the human body is the magazine of inventions, the patent-
office, where are themodels fromwhich every hint was taken.
All the tools and engines on earth are only extensions of
its limbs and senses [64].’’ Emerson’s perspective highlights
the human body as the origin and inspiration for human
inventions.

Building upon this foundational concept, German philoso-
pher Ernst Kapp, in 1877, offered a profound interpretation.
He proposed that not just simple artefacts, but even com-
plex technologies can be understood as ‘‘projections’’ of
human organs [15]. This theory of ‘‘projection,’’ defined as
an ‘‘externalization of an interior,’’ positions human organs
as the archetypes for artificial tools and instruments [18].
Kapp conceptualized the human organism as the ‘‘Orig-
inal Form [15],’’ akin to Plato’s views, and argued that
all technological artifacts are essentially extensions of this
original form. His work advanced our understanding of the
human-technology relationship. He contended that humans
‘‘project’’ their organs into external forms, which in turn,
amplify and reinforce bodily functions [15]. This concept
is exemplified in how tools like hammers, bows, catapults,
automobiles, airplanes, and rockets not only extend but also
enhance human physical capabilities.

Marshall McLuhan, one of key figures in the technological
expansion theory, built upon Kapp’s foundational ideas. With
the emergence of ICT, McLuhan shifted the focus to electric
media. He posited that ‘During the mechanical ages we had
extended our bodies in space. Today, after more than a century
of electric technology, we have extended our central nervous
system itself in a global embrace, abolishing time and space
as far as our planet is concerned [17].’ McLuhan’s contribu-
tion was pivotal as he transitioned from Kapp’s attention on
‘the bodily function’ to a focus on ‘the cognitive function.’

He argued that the cognitive functions of the central ner-
vous system, which control media like sight and hearing,
cannot be adequately explained by mechanical principles
alone [17]. Instead, McLuhan viewed electric media as a new
tool that extends the information processing capabilities of
the human central nervous system. He famously described
humans in the electric age as organisms that ‘‘wear their
brains outside their skulls and their nerves outside their
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TABLE 2. Research frame.

hides [17],’’ highlighting the profound impact of electric
technology on human cognition.

This theoretical trajectory from Kapp to McLuhan pro-
vides a significant foundation for our study, particularly in
understanding how technologies extends and enhances not
just physical, but also cognitive military capabilities. In the
context of ICT-enabled military capabilities, McLuhan’s per-
spective resonates with the way advanced algorithms, data
processing machines, and interconnected networks serve as
cognitive enhancements, augmenting and amplifying the abil-
ity to gather, process, and utilize information for improved
military operations.

Our study places particular emphasis on Marshall
McLuhan’s assertion that the emergence of electric tech-
nology significantly enhances and extends human cognitive
functions. McLuhan’s pioneering idea is a central concept in
our investigation of military cognitive capabilities.

IV. TECHNOLOGY EXTENSION AND MILITARY
COGNITIVE CAPABILITIES
Before delving into the examination of military cogni-
tive capabilities, it’s necessary to establish a foundation
by considering their origin: human cognitive functions.
Cognitive psychologist Kim M. Kiely succinctly defines
these functions as ‘‘mental processes involved in acquir-
ing knowledge, manipulating information, and reasoning,
encompassing domains like perception, memory, learning,
attention, decision-making, and language abilities [65].’’

The human brain, a marvel of complexity, governs an
orchestra of functions and reasoning processes throughout the
body. From thought and memory to emotions, motor skills,
and sensory perception (vision, touch, etc.), it acts as the
central command, processing and interpreting electrical and
chemical signals through a vast network of nerves. Linked to
this intricate system is the nervous system, consisting of the
brain, spinal cord, nerves, and sensory organs – our organic
interface with the world, enabling us to perceive, learn, and
make judgments.

It is within this framework that we explore military
cognitive capabilities, which result from projecting and aug-
menting human cognitive functions into the national defense
sector through advanced ICT.

A. MILITARY COGNITIVE CAPABILITIES
In delineating military cognitive capabilities, our study pri-
marily reviewed the 14 U.S. military strategic documents
and academic papers related to ICT, as outlined in the
research frame (section II). We summarized and categorized
these strategic documents (Appendix A) and systematically
reviewed academic papers (Appendix B) into cohesive con-
ceptual categories, fostering a structured understanding of
different military cognitive capabilities. As shown in Table 3,
this analysis yielded the identification of four primary capa-
bilities, each representing a crucial aspect of ICT’s role in
military operations: AI capability, cyber capability, space
capability, and C4ISR. These categories not only encompass
specific strategies but also, importantly, resonate with current
academic discourse in military technology.

This categorization serves as a valuable starting point for
further research in this study. This study examines these mil-
itary capabilities, drawing insights from extensive academic
research to synthesize and elaborate on their characteristics.
We posit that AI capability, cyber capability, space capabil-
ity, and C4ISR are integral to the core pillars of ICT-based
military capabilities, each contributing distinctively to the
modernization and efficacy of military operations.

1) AI CAPABILITY
The foundational work of American neurosurgeon Warren
McCulloch and logician Walter Pitts in 1947, which aimed
to replicate brain neural networks in computational models,
marked the inception of AI [66]. Since then, AI’s trajectory
has been punctuated by periods of progress and hurdles [67],
ultimately culminating in its present status as a transforma-
tive force across diverse areas, including the military. The
evolution of AI has been propelled by three key factors: the
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TABLE 3. Classification of military capabilities based on U.S. military
strategies.

availability of big data, advancements in machine learning
approaches and algorithms, and significant increases in com-
puting power [4]. In the military context, AI is now widely
acknowledged as a ‘‘game changer [68].’’
Within the military sphere, AI transcends its role as a mere

weapon system and acts as an ultimate enabler [19], amplify-
ing the capabilities of existing armaments. On a tactical level,
AI automates and refines the functions of various weapon
platforms, bolstering the efficiency and precision of mili-
tary operations [8], [29]. Prime examples include the Royal
Wingman [69], an unmanned combat air vehicle designed
to cooperate with manned aircraft, and the Sea Hunter [70],
autonomous anti-submarine vessel. Additionally, sophisti-
cated swarming weapon systems orchestrate collective action
among multiple drones [71], [72], [73].
Strategically, AI serves as a decision-support system for

military commanders, synthesizing and interpreting data
from disparate sources to deliver comprehensive situational
awareness [6], [8], [28], [74]. Its signal processing prowess
encompasses imagery analysis, radio frequency interpreta-
tion, and acoustic intelligence, contributing vital insights
for operational decision-making. The sheer breadth of AI
applications, from multilingual communication and terrain
analysis to 3Dmodeling, substantially enhances themilitary’s
information processing and interpretation capabilities, laying
the foundation for more informed and adaptable strategic
planning [75], [76], [77]. The continuous integration of AI
into command and control systems further underscores its
growing importance in minimizing operational risks and bol-
stering military strategic planning and execution [78].

2) CYBER CAPABILITY
Warfare has transcended the familiar physical realms of land
and air, venturing into the intricate and artificial domain

of cyberspace [30], [79], [80]. This new battlefield dimen-
sion is characterized by its artificial construct and inherent
complexity [34], [81]. As defined by the U.S. military’s
strategic command, cyberspace is ‘‘a global domain within
the information environment, consisting of an interconnected
network of information technology infrastructures, including
the Internet, telecommunications networks, computer sys-
tems, embedded processors, and controllers [82].’’
In cyberspace, the rapid processing of data at elec-

tronic speeds underscores its critical time-sensitive nature,
as emphasized by Rain Ottis and Peeter Lorents [30]. The
speed and scope of cyber operations were vividly demon-
strated in 2003 by the SQL Slammer worm, which affected
over 750,000 systems worldwide in a span of minutes [83].

Cyber warfare has evolved into a key strategic area in
modern military tactics, targeting a nation’s critical informa-
tion infrastructure, and psychological resilience. This form of
warfare manifests in various tactics such as sabotage aimed
at disrupting infrastructure, espionage for acquiring confiden-
tial information, and subversion to create societal unrest [31].
These cyber-attacks are carried out by both state-sponsored
and independent entities for political motives or as part of
hybrid warfare strategies, posing threats not only during
active conflicts but also in peacetime [84].
The increasing dependence on digital systems in military

and civilian sectors has led to ‘‘paradoxically increasing
digital vulnerability [85],’’ highlighting escalating challenges
in maintaining security and integrity within the expanding
cyber landscape. This aspect of modern warfare necessitates
ongoing research and development in cybersecurity measures
to safeguard against evolving threats and maintain strategic
advantage in the digital era.

3) SPACE CAPABILITY
Beyond Earth’s atmosphere, space capabilities play a crucial
role in modern military operations, encompassing func-
tions like surveillance, reconnaissance, information gath-
ering, navigation support, and communication. Advanced
satellite technologies serve as force multipliers, amplifying
the effectiveness of diverse military assets across domains,
from ground forces and naval fleets to aircraft and missile
systems [86].
A prime example of this transformative impact is the

Global Positioning System (GPS), developed by the United
States in the 1970s. GPS revolutionized military operations
by providing near-instantaneous and precise positioning,
navigation, and timing (PNT) information, enabling seam-
less coordination across various domains. Similarly, military
communication satellites, a vital cog in the C4ISR system,
ensure secure and comprehensive communication networks
crucial for global operations [87].
Furthermore, technological advancements in satellite-based

optical and radio detection have dramatically enhanced intel-
ligence gathering capabilities, both in volume and quality.
Earth observation satellites are indispensable for strategic
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military surveillance, enabling close monitoring of enemy
activity and nuclear facilities [87]. Beyond weather fore-
casting, meteorological satellites also contribute to military
resource management, logistics, and operational planning,
showcasing their versatility for military planning pur-
poses [88].
Recognizing the pivotal role of outer space in securing

strategic advantage, achieving space superiority has become
a focal point in contemporary defense strategies, both during
peacetime and in times of heightened military tension. This
underscores the evolution of space technology from a sup-
porting component to an essential element of modern military
capabilities and strategic planning.

4) C4ISR
C4ISR plays a fundamental role in modern military oper-
ations, empowering commanders with enhanced situational
awareness and collapsing the response time between threat
detection and engagement [47]. This integrated system acts
as the battlefield’s central nervous system [89], facilitat-
ing seamless communication and coordinated action across
diverse military units, ensuring self-synchronization and
decisive operations [90].
C4ISR has been closely tied to the development of

network-centric warfare (NCW), a strategic concept that
seeks to efficiently utilize battlefield information by leverag-
ing advanced ICT [45], [91], [92], [93], [94]. It has undergone
continuous evolution with a singular focus: achieving infor-
mation superiority in the battlefield. Its effectiveness as a
force multiplier was prominently displayed during the Gulf
War (1990-1991) [95], where it dramatically enhanced situ-
ational awareness and, in conjunction with precision-guided
munitions and stealth technology, significantly elevated com-
bat performance and operational coordination [44], [96].
To grapple with the ever-increasing complexity of modern

warfare, C4ISR systems are constantly adapting to inte-
grate cutting-edge advancements in information processing
and data management. These systems seamlessly aggregate
and analyze vast data streams from a network of sensors
deployed across land, sea, air, and space domains. The
advent of cloud computing has proven crucial in tackling
this ‘big data,’ providing essential digital storage and pro-
cessing capabilities [93]. Furthermore, the integration of AI
into C4ISR systems holds immense promise for augment-
ing decision-making processes and revolutionizing battlefield
information analysis [29], [97], [98].
By functioning as the military’s ‘‘nervous system [89],’’

C4ISR allows the ‘‘muscle’’ components, including troops
and weapon systems, to function effectively. Its relentless
advancement mirrors the dynamic nature of military strategy
and underscores the pursuit of technological superiority in the
ever-evolving landscape of warfare.

This section synthesizes the fundamental attributes of AI
capability, cyber capability, space capability, and C4ISR,
informed by in-depth literature review. A key finding is that

these capabilities serve as critical enablers in modern warfare,
enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of conventional
military assets without directly applying physical force [19],
enabling integrated coordination of various military orga-
nizations and assets to optimize operational efficiency and
overall effectiveness. At the heart of these capabilities lies
their inherent connection to cyberspace, a realm governed by
electronic principles that facilitate rapid data processing [80].
These capabilities transform data into actionable intelligence,
offering strategic advantages in military operations.

This study further explores the common characteristics
of these cognitive military capabilities, examining how their
combined application and synergy form a holistic military
operational framework. This integrated approach underscores
the importance of advanced ICT in redefining traditional mil-
itary strategies and tactics, emphasizing the transformative
impact on the adaptability of modern military forces.

V. ORGANIZING MILITARY COGNITIVE CAPABILITIES
In our study, we propose that military cognitive capabilities
function not as isolated units but in a coordinated and inter-
connected manner, much like the complex workings of the
human nervous system. The key to our analysis is understand-
ing the pivotal role of data in integrating these capabilities.

In the context of military operations, data functions like the
biological signals in the human nervous system. Data flows
through diverse information and communication systems,
propelled from battlefield sensors, transferred and central-
ized in dedicated hubs, and processed rigorously to align
with strategic directives. Ultimately, this dynamic circulation
culminates in actionable intelligence, extracted through care-
ful interpretation. We delineate this dynamic journey as the
‘‘data life cycle,’’ which encompasses four stages: (1) data
generation, where raw information is captured from various
battlefield’s sensory outposts; (2) data transmission, ensur-
ing the uninterrupted flow of data through communication
channels; (3) data processing, where raw data is gathered,
refined and aligned with strategic objectives; and (4) data
interpretation, the final alchemywhere actionable insights are
extracted, ready to guide decisive action.

By focusing on this data-centric perspective, this analysis
elucidates how different facets of military cognitive capabili-
ties – such as AI capability, cyber capability, space capability,
and C4ISR – integrate to operate as a unified structure. This
approach highlights the synergistic and complementary inter-
action of these capabilities, providing a deeper understanding
of their collective impact on enhancing military strategy and
operational efficiency.

In our research, we conducted a comprehensive review
of 14 strategic documents from the U.S. military. Our aim
was to identify how these documents address the four dis-
tinct stages of the data life cycle. We meticulously examined
all strategic documents to identify the military policies and
technological elements that are relevant to the data life cycle.
To better understand the overall structure, we organized these
elements as keywords into a table (Appendix C), focusing on
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the technological components. Our analysis of these strategic
documents revealed valuable insights into policies and tech-
nological components across all four stages of the data life
cycle: data generation, transmission, processing, and inter-
pretation. This analysis revealed that these strategic policies
are fundamentally interconnected.

A. ORCHESTRATING MILITARY COGNITIVE CAPABILITIES
Our study posits that military cognitive capabilities, like the
intricate workings of the human nervous system, function not
in isolation but in a coordinated and interconnected manner.
The data itself becomes the linchpin in our analysis. Our
analysis of 14 strategic documents from the U.S. military,
viewed through the lens of the data life cycle, provided valu-
able findings. The following is a comprehensive summary of
the military policies and technological elements presented in
the reviewed strategy documents, organized according to the
data life cycle, based on Table 9 in Appendix C.

1) DATA GENERATION: SENSING THE BATTLEFIELD AND
BEYOND
In the initial phase of data generation, military operations
leverage a comprehensive array of advanced sensors, devices,
and military platforms. These sensing technologies are strate-
gically integrated into a variety of platforms, including
terrestrial vehicles, aircraft, naval ships, submarines, and
satellites, as well as advanced cyber infrastructure systems.
They are deployed across all operational domains—land, sea,
air, space, and cyberspace—to ensure a thorough surveillance
and data collection coverage.

These devices are equipped to detect and capture a broad
spectrum of data types. They gather information in diverse
formats such as high-resolution images, acoustic sound
waves, radio frequency signals, and chemical signals. This
versatility enables comprehensive environmental assessment,
crucial for informed decision-making in military operations.

Beyond the immediate tactical requirements of the bat-
tlefield, the scope of data generation extends to encompass
non-tactical aspects of military operations. This includes the
collection and analysis of data for purposes like military
base management, personnel training programs, and overall
military administration. The data generated in these contexts
is vital for operational planning, resource allocation, and the
continuous improvement of military management systems.

This detailed approach to data generation, characterized by
its multi-domain and multi-format capabilities, reflects the
complexity and technological sophistication of contemporary
military operations. It underscores the strategic importance
of diverse and robust data management methods. Effective
military datamanagement forms the bedrock ofmilitary intel-
ligence and operational efficiency.

2) DATA TRANSMISSION: BRIDGING THE BATTLEFIED
During the data transmission phase in military operations,
a wide range of communication methods are employed to
efficiently transmit collected data to designated data hubs.

The selection of these methods is carefully tailored based on
the geographic location of the data source and the specific
requirements for transmission capacity.

The array of communication methods includes advanced
wireless communication systems for short to medium dis-
tances. These systems notably comprise cutting-edge 5G
networks, which offer high-speed data transmission capabil-
ities, and other wireless platforms operating across various
bands of the electromagnetic spectrum (EMS). These tech-
nologies ensure rapid and secure data exchange, crucial in
dynamic military environments.

For longer distances and global communication needs,
sophisticated satellite communication systems are utilized.
This includes traditional satellites and CubeSats, the latter
offering a more agile and cost-effective solution for certain
applications. These satellite systems play a critical role in
ensuring uninterrupted data flow, especially in remote or
challenging operational theaters.

Additionally, high-capacity transmission systems like opti-
cal fiber networks and Passive Optical Networks (PON) are
integral for handling large volumes of data with minimal
latency. These systems are essential in situations demanding
rapid transmission of high-resolution data over substantial
distances.

For tactical and field-level operations, specialized
unit-level communication systems are deployed. These tac-
tical communication systems are designed to provide reliable
and secure communication channels, essential for coordina-
tion and command in local military operations.

Throughout all these communication methods, the imple-
mentation of standardized internet protocols (All-IP, IPv6) is
a cornerstone policy. This ensures seamless interoperability
between various communication systems, enabling a cohe-
sive and integrated network for data transmission within the
military infrastructure.

3) DATA PROCESSING: BEYOND BITS AND BYTES
In the critical data processing phase of military operations,
a combination of cloud systems and specialized platforms
are strategically utilized to manage and analyze the data
transmitted from various sources. Cloud technology plays a
central role in this phase, integrating extensive computing
resources to ensure efficient and scalable data process-
ing. This cloud-based infrastructure is key to handling the
immense volumes of data, which is characteristic of contem-
porary military operations.

Within this framework, specialized platforms are deployed
for AI and machine learning (ML) applications, alongside
platforms dedicated to big data analytics. These platforms
are tailored to meet diverse operational needs, ranging from
real-time intelligence analysis to strategic planning and
decision support. By leveraging the power of AI and ML
algorithms, these platforms extract actionable insights from
vast datasets – a vital process for informed decision-making
in dynamic military environments.
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Additionally, the platforms for big data analysis are
designed to process and interpret large-scale data sets,
enabling military strategists to identify patterns and trends
that might otherwise be obscured in the volume of informa-
tion. This capability is crucial for strategic forecasting and
operational readiness.

Looking towards the future, the potential integration of
quantum computing into military data processing systems is
a development of considerable interest. Quantum computing
promises to exponentially accelerate data processing capa-
bilities, potentially transforming the landscape of military
data analysis. This advancement could lead to significant
enhancements in the speed and accuracy of decision-making
processes, offering a substantial strategic advantage in mili-
tary operations.

4) DATA INTERPRETATOIN: FROM CHAOS TO CLARITY
In the fourth and vital phase of data interpretation within mil-
itary operations, the processed data undergoes a transforma-
tion into actionable intelligence. This critical phase employs
sophisticated AI/ML (Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learn-
ing) analytics, complemented by advanced analysis tech-
niques and visualization tools. The primary goal here is to dis-
till vast amounts of raw data into coherent, actionable insights
that are crucial for strategic and tactical decision-making.

AI/ML analytics play a pivotal role in this phase, utilizing
cutting-edge algorithms to analyze complex data sets. These
algorithms are capable of identifying patterns and trends that
are not immediately apparent, offering predictive insights that
are invaluable for military strategists. The advanced analysis
techniques applied here go beyond traditional data process-
ing, encompassing complex statistical methods and predictive
modeling to enhance the understanding of potential scenarios
and outcomes.

Visualization techniques are also integral to this phase,
converting complex data sets into understandable graphical
representations. These visualizations aid in conveying intri-
cate information in an accessible manner, facilitating easier
interpretation and quicker decision-making.

The data interpretation process supports a wide array of
critical military functions. It enhances Command & Control
systems by providing commanders with timely and data-
driven insights. It supports decision-making processes with
predictive analytics, contributes to situational awareness by
offering a clearer picture of the operational environment, and
aids in logistics planning. Moreover, it plays a significant role
in modeling and simulation (M&S) exercises, war-gaming,
live virtual construct (LVC), base management, healthcare
applications, and the automation of various processes.

A key aspect of this phase is the real-time sharing of the
analysis results. This ensures that all component commands
within the military structure are synchronized, operating with
the same updated and accurate information. Such real-time
information dissemination is crucial in maintaining opera-
tional cohesion and ensuring the effectiveness of military
strategies.

B. CYBER SECURITY
In addition to the core stages of the data life cycle, com-
prehensive cyber security is an essential aspect of military
operations, as detailed in Appendix C. This capability encom-
passes a wide range of protective measures, designed to
safeguard every aspect of the military’s digital infrastructure.
These measures extend from the data itself to a variety of crit-
ical components including devices, network facilities, data
processing centers, and AI/software packages. Cyber security
measures are meticulously integrated across all four stages of
the data life cycle to protect data and critical components.

Cyber security in military operations is multifaceted,
encompassing both offensive and defensive strategies. The
defensive aspect is particularly critical, involving robust
measures to protect against external cyber-attacks that can
compromise data integrity and operational security. The
defense measures include advanced encryption techniques,
firewalls, intrusion detection systems, and continuous moni-
toring protocols to detect and neutralize threats. Additionally,
cyber capability addresses the challenges posed by potential
internal misuse. This involves establishing stringent access
controls, conducting regular audits, and implementing insider
threat detection systems to prevent unauthorized access or
manipulation of military information.

The integration of offensive cyber operations is equally
vital, where proactive measures are taken to disrupt or
neutralize potential cyber threats. This includes developing
capabilities for cyber espionage, information warfare, and the
ability to deploy countermeasures against adversarial cyber
activities.

Overall, by incorporating a comprehensive zero-trust
approach for the security of data, devices, network, applica-
tion, and user, military cybersecurity emphasizes an enhanced
architecture that requires robust verification procedures
against all potential threats.

C. STRUCTURING MILITARY COGNITIVE CAPABILITIES
In our comprehensive analysis, we examined the contents of
14 strategic U.S. military documents, as listed in Appendix C.
To present the findings concisely and avoid redundancies,
we summarized the relevant information, which resulted in
the creation of Table 4. This table presents an overview of
the interplay between the data life cycle and various mili-
tary cognitive capabilities. It systematically illustrates how
AI capability, cyber capability, space capability, and C4ISR
integrate and function across each phase of the data life
cycle—encompassing data generation, transmission, process-
ing, and interpretation.

Table 4’s layout clearly illustrates the relationship between
data life cycle stages and military cognitive capabilities by
comprehensively incorporating technological components.
This correlation highlights the complex and interconnected
nature of these capabilities in modern military warfare. Their
interwoven relationships are crucial for both ensuring effi-
cient operations and gaining strategic advantage.
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TABLE 4. The relationship between military cognitive capabilities and data life cycle from a technological perspective.

Our analysis of strategic U.S. military documents reveals
the intricate interconnectedness of military cognitive capa-
bilities through various stages of the data life cycle. This
interconnectedness is systematically visualized in Fig. 1,
which maps technological elements from Table 4 onto the
data life cycle stages. Furthermore, Fig. 1 also incorporates
the flow of Command and Control (C&C) from the cognitive
power structure to operational domains. This C&C flow dia-
grammatically illustrates how decisions made in the cognitive
domain trigger responses in the physical domain of military
operations.

Fig. 1 illustrates the integrated structure of military cog-
nitive capabilities based on ICT. This comprehensive visual-
ization serves as the foundation for presenting the concept
of ‘military meta power.’ In this study, we conceptualize
‘military meta power’ as an integrated entity, unifying diverse
ICT-based cognitive capabilities under a single operational
framework. This approach is further substantiated by our
review of the South Korean MND’s Defense Vision Docu-
ment. The vision reinforces the paradigm of the cognitive
military power as an essential construct in modern military
strategy and operations.

VI. DEFINING ICT-ENABLED COGNITIVE MILITARY
POWER
South Korea’s MND, through its ‘Defense Vision 2050’
unveiled inNovember 2021, introduces ‘militarymeta power’
and ‘military hard power’ as distinct yet complementary
elements of national defense [13]. This innovative approach
acknowledges the ongoing transformation of the battlefield
into a multi-dimensional arena. It envisions an operational
environment that not only encompasses traditional domains
such as land, sea, and air but also incorporates outer
space, the realms of cyberspace, and even the human psy-
che [13]. This concept envisions a future battlefield where
weaponized technology transcends traditional geographical
domains, extending into the digital battlefield of cyberspace
and human psychological realm.

In particular, the South Korean military strategists foresee
a critical juncture—a ‘singularity on the battlefield’—where
the rapidity and intricacy of military operations will out-
pace human cognitive capacities. To address this evolving
landscape, the strategy emphasizes the development of ‘mil-
itary meta power.’ This new form of military strength is
predicated on harnessing cutting-edge technologies such as
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FIGURE 1. The comprehensive structure of military cognitive capabilities based on data life cycle.

AI, Big Data, and hyper-connected networks. It focuses on
leveraging these technologies for instantaneous data sharing
and in-depth analysis, thereby fostering advanced cognitive
military capabilities crucial for real-time strategic decision-
making [13].

This shift in perception reflects the South Koreanmilitary’s
strategic response to the asymmetric threats. These threats
are primarily from North Korea’s capabilities in nuclear and
cyber warfare. This situation underscores the urgency of
advancing cognitive military strength. The concept of ‘mil-
itary meta power’ is central to this approach. ‘Military meta
power’ emphasizes the development of sophisticated com-
mand and control systems. Also, it highlights the importance
of integrated air defense systems, unmanned combat systems,
and integrated future space capability. Advanced electromag-
netic capability and efficient defense administration systems
are equally crucial. All these elements, backed by proactive
cyber capabilities, are essential for the country’s effective
Multi-Domain Operations. This highlights the increasing
significance of technology-driven cognitive power in modern
warfare [13].

Moreover, the South Korean military outlines four cardi-
nal attributes that define ‘military meta power’: interaction,
integration, analytics, and agility [13]. These attributes encap-
sulate the essence of this emergent power, highlighting the
importance of dynamic interaction between different military
elements, seamless integration of technologies and strategies,
analytical depth in processing vast amounts of data, and
agility in adapting to rapidly changing combat scenarios.
Collectively, these attributes underscore the pivotal role of
enhanced cognitive abilities, crucial for effectiveness in mod-
ern warfare’s complex dynamics.

The South Korean strategy emphasizes preparing for a
future battlefield, a ‘singularity,’ where rapid technological
advancements and complex operational environments will
demand enhanced cognitive capabilities. The term ‘military
meta power’ encapsulates this paradigm shift, focusing on
leveraging high-technology to augment military strategies
and operations.

A. ATTRIBUTES OF MILITARY META POWER
Understanding ‘military meta power’ and its transformative
potential for future military capabilities is crucial. This study
synthesizes insights from diverse sources—including the
South Korean MND’s defense vision, U.S. military strategic
documents, and relevant academic papers— to explore key
aspects of four critical attributes: interaction, integration, ana-
lytics, and agility. By investigating these attributes, we offer
a detailed understanding of their roles and implications in
enhancing the strategic and operational military efficiency in
the era of advanced technology.

1) INTERACTION
Interaction in the context of cognitive military power is
pivotal for streamlined military operations. It encompasses
the rapid exchange of data across the military hierarchy,
facilitating both top-down and bottom-up communication.
This dynamic interaction, crucial for adapting to real-time
battlefield changes, fosters a state of ‘self-synchronization,’
thereby accelerating the pace and effectiveness of mission
execution [91], [92].

Moreover, the realm of interaction extends beyond
human-to-human communication, encompassing interactions
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between humans and machines, as well as autonomous
machine-to-machine dialogues. In mixed manned-unmanned
operational scenarios, human operators engage with
unmanned systems via advanced human-machine inter-
faces, a process often referred to as ‘man on the loop.’
This interaction enables prompt human responses based on
machine-provided intelligence. In contrast, in fully auto-
mated weapon systems, where human oversight is minimal
(‘man out of loop’), machine-based interactions prevail,
ensuring seamless execution of pre-defined missions. How-
ever, for critical strategic decisions or sensitive operations, the
integration of human judgment (‘man in the loop’) remains
indispensable [26].

This diverse spectrum of interaction implies that, despite
technological advancements, ‘War is a human endeavor [99].’
Technology can amplify and enable, but the human element –
ingenuity, courage, and adaptation – remains at the core.

2) INTEGRATION
Integration plays a vital role in maximizingmilitary effective-
ness by synthesizing data across diverse battlefield domains.
This process involves aggregating and analyzing data from
multiple sources, forging a comprehensive picture of the
operational environment. Such a unified representation of
the battlefield is instrumental in enhancing decision-making
accuracy and operational efficiency.

The ‘System of Systems’ concept underlines this inte-
grated operation, focusing on the harmonious orchestration of
diverse military components [100], [101]. This coordination
is key to leveraging new combat capabilities, ensuring that all
elements contribute effectively to the overall military goal.
In line with this, Multi-Domain Operations emphasizes the
necessity for commanders at every level to have a holistic
view of the battlefield [102]. This approach requires com-
manders to integrate information from land, sea, air, space,
and cyber domains to make informed strategic and tactical
decisions.

Such integrated operations, which align different tac-
tical actions under unified strategic themes, are crucial
for achieving success in complex military scenarios [103].
By integrating scattered and diverse data from the battlefield,
the military is better equipped to develop and execute sophis-
ticated strategies and tactics. This comprehensive approach
to data integration is not just about aggregating information;
it’s about transforming it into actionable intelligence that can
decisively influence the outcome of military operations.

3) ANALYTICS
Analytics, a cornerstone of modern military strategy, is pre-
dominantly driven by AI and advanced analytical software.
This technology marks a significant departure from tradi-
tional analysis tools, constrained by static rules. AI, in con-
trast, dynamically learns from data, enabling adaptive and
autonomous problem-solving.

In tactical military operations, AI’s role is transformative.
It equips weapon systems with capabilities like sophisticated

enemy identification and execution of precision strikes,
thereby elevating combat effectiveness. Strategically, AI’s
ability to absorb and interpret data from varied environments
allows it to formulate and suggest optimized strategies and
tactics. This adaptability is particularly crucial in addressing
the dynamic challenges of modern warfare.

The battlefield often presents scenarios of high complexity
and intense pressure, where human decision-makers may
encounter cognitive and physical limitations [6], [8], [26].
AI, unfettered by these human constraints, excels in pro-
cessing complex, rapidly evolving battlefield information [6].
Its analytical prowess supports commanders by providing
diverse, actionable solutions, thereby reducing the cognitive
load and enhancing decision-making efficiency in critical
military operations.

4) AGILITY
Agility in information technologies is a critical characteristic,
particularly relevant in the military context. It empow-
ers rapid interaction, integration, and analytics, essential
for swift response to evolving operational scenarios. This
agility is in harmony with the OODA Loop concept, for-
mulated by John Boyd. The OODA Loop—Observe, Orient,
Decide, and Act—is a process that encapsulates the rapid
and cyclic decision-making essential in dynamic environ-
ments [104]. In military operations, the ability to swiftly
progress through this cycle can paralyze adversaries whereas
enhancing friendly forces’ strategic initiatives.

This agility is most conspicuous in the realm of cyber
warfare, a domain where speed is as critical as strategy.
Agility here refers to the capacity to quickly adapt and
respond to non-kinetic threats, such as cyberattacks, deep
fakes, and misinformation campaigns [26]. The rapid and
often covert nature of these threats necessitates an equally
swift and informed response. Utilizing AI and sophisticated
analysis software, defense systems can rapidly detect early
signs of cyber intrusions or misinformation, allowing for the
timely deployment of countermeasures. This property not
only mitigates potential damage but also strengthens overall
cybersecurity posture. These points effectively illustrate the
critical role of agility in contemporary military strategy.

The concept of ‘military meta power,’ intricately weaving
together the attributes of interaction, integration, analyt-
ics, and agility, is the bedrock of modern military strategy.
This multifaceted power acts as the ‘‘ultimate connector,’’
effectively bridging diverse military elements across various
domains, thereby fostering seamless interaction. Its role as a
‘‘force multiplier [86], [95], [105]’’ is evident in its ability to
integrate disparate data streams, synthesizing a coherent and
comprehensive understanding of the battlefield. This integra-
tion is instrumental in sharing a unified operational picture,
facilitating coordinated joint operations, and significantly
enhancing the efficacy of military maneuvers [19], [105].

Beyond its role as a connector and integrator, the cognitive
military power subtly but substantially amplifies the capabil-
ities of physical-force-based military armament. The power
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acts as a ‘‘potential enabler [19], [105],’’ where its intelligent
and autonomous systems augment the performance of tradi-
tional weaponry, subtly enhancing their effectiveness without
directly exerting physical force. This characteristic represents
a paradigm shift in military technology, where the cognitive
dimension of power complements and reinforces the physical
dimension.

Moreover, this emerging form of military power oper-
ates with the rapidity and efficiency of modern electronic
technology, establishing itself as a ‘proactive assistant’ in
contemporarywarfare. Its rapid processing and analysis capa-
bilities enable early detection of threats, providing military
strategists with timely and actionable insights. This proactive
nature ensures that military operations stay ahead of potential
challenges, offering strategic solutions in real-time. In the
information age, these capabilities redefine the landscape of
military operations.

VII. ADAPTING MILITARY META POWER AND
DISCUSSION
The concept of ‘military meta power’ is crucial for pol-
icymakers, scholars, and defense communities seeking to
enhance military capabilities by leveraging advanced ICT.
Military meta power embodies the integration of diverse
capabilities inmultiple military domains, includingAI, cyber,
space, andC4ISR, forming a key foundation for technological
innovation in military operations. The following points are
essential considerations for the development, construction,
and operation of military meta power.

A. HOLISTIC APPORACH FOR COGNITIVE MILITARY
POWER
In the context of optimizing widely spread information and
communication systems, adopting a holistic view of military
ICT infrastructure is crucial. Efficiently integrating and effec-
tively operating distributed systems that produce and process
vast amounts of diverse data presents a significant challenge.
This necessitates a comprehensive understanding of the var-
ious systems involved, coupled with organized participation
and coordination across all stakeholders.

A comprehensive and balanced design is essential for the
cognitive military system, especially due to the internal-
ization of wartime-critical ICT infrastructure into military
organization. The design must ensure seamless orchestration
of diverse systems and optimizes data flow throughout entire
data lifecycle (generation, transmission, processing, and
interpretation) to prevent detrimental bottlenecks, particu-
larly during wartime when external resources are unavailable.

Across both strategic and tactical battlefields, compre-
hensive data collection and processing are essential for the
military operations. In strategic theaters with large geograph-
ical areas, ICT systems for real-time communication and
seamless data processing are critical for informed decision
making. Even in tactical operations focused on specific areas,
like enemy identification and precision strikes, collecting
operational results centrally is crucial.Whereas real-time data

collection might not be feasible in this case, analyzing these
data together allows for system upgrades and continuous
performance improvements.

Additionally, the holistic approach of cognitive military
power also helps to avoid trial and error that can occur when
systems are developed from individual perspectives. The con-
cept guides military strategists to focus on creating systems
that work well together (interoperability), can be tailored to
meet diverse military needs (flexibility), and can evolve with
technological advancements (scalability). In today’s rapidly
changing technological landscape, the concept encourages
the adoption of ICT solutions that are not only advanced but
also versatile and future-proof.

For instance, standardizing data formats and commu-
nication protocols ensures seamless information exchange
between disparate military systems. This is a crucial cog in
the machinery of coordinated battlefield actions. The adapt-
ability extends further, with ICT systems designed to flexibly
adapt to changes in demand, such as those in operational
situations, organizational structures, tasks, and information
sharing scope. Finally, in light of the rapid pace of techno-
logical evolution, military ICT systems must be designed to
incorporate new technologies and features with scalable sys-
tem architecture. The approaches to technological innovation
are key to driving not only advancements in technology-based
structures, but also in shaping more effective organizational
structures and doctrinal principles in modern military strat-
egy [106], [107].

B. PSYCHOLOGIC IMPACT AND RESPONSIBILITY
The concept of ‘military meta power’ holds substantial
implications for both the academic and defense communi-
ties, particularly in its potential impact on the psychology
and decision-making processes of military commanders.
Historically, whereas the introduction of nuclear weapons
revolutionized military strategy and transformed the nature
of warfare, their influence on the psychological aspects
of strategic decision-making was not as significant [8].
Even in scenarios involving nuclear-armed powers, strategic
choices largely remained within the realm of human psy-
chology [8]. However, the emergence and advancement of
ICT have brought a paradigm shift. The cognitive military
power, enabled by ICT advancements, is poised to play an
increasingly influential role in shaping strategic decision-
making [25], [26]. This shift suggests a move from purely
human-centric decision processes to a human-machine col-
laborative structure where technology significantly informs
and influences the cognitive aspects of military strategy and
leadership.

The emergence of ‘‘military meta power’’ marks a sig-
nificant shift in the nature of warfare, characterized by
the integration of advanced information technologies that
enhance human cognitive abilities. This phenomenon res-
onates with the extension theory of technology, which posits
that technological advancements serve as extensions of
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TABLE 5. Comparative framework of human cognitive system and
ICT-enabled cognitive military structure.

human capabilities. Reflecting aspects of human cognitive
functions, including perception, learning, decision-making,
and language processing, the concept of the cognitivemilitary
power embodies the theory’s principle, encompassing a range
of activities, such as real-time battlefield awareness through
sensors, seamless communications for efficient coordination,
and data analysis for informed decision-making. These func-
tions not only enhance operational effectiveness but also
hold profound implications for the psychological aspects of
military activities, potentially influencing the way comman-
ders perceive threats, assess situations, and ultimately make
critical decisions in dynamic battlefield environments.

To illustrate this parallel between the elements of the
human nervous system and aspects of military meta power,
we present Table 5. This comparison helps conceptually
evaluate how military capabilities, powered by ICT, align
with human cognitive faculties. In Table 5, we juxtapose
the upper concepts, cognitive capabilities, mediums, and
sub-components of the human nervous system and the cog-
nitive military power.

The potential impact of the cognitive military power on the
decision-making processes of human commanders is a topic
of ongoing debate [8], [25], [108]. This discussion has gained
momentum with the advent of advanced large-scale AI tech-
nologies, triggered by the release of ChatGPT in November
2022, sparking conversations around the viability of Artificial
General Intelligence (AGI) and its associated opportunities
and challenges [109], [110]. This issue becomes particularly
critical in the defense sector, where cognitive military power
could fundamentally influence battlefield decision-making,
possibly involving significant loss of human lives and exten-
sive damage to property.

During warfare, human strategic decision-making is often
constrained by human cognitive biases such as heuristics and
groupthink [6]. Machines, in contrast, are not bound by these
human limitations and continuously improve their algorithms
through learning [6]. However, reliance on machines for
decision-making is not without its pitfalls. When machines

operate beyond the predefined human criteria or encounter
errors in human-set goals, they can lead to generating erro-
neous outcomes [111], such as misidentifying friendly forces
as enemies or escalating conflicts due to faulty risk assess-
ments [25], [26]. This scenario introduces a new dimension
of uncertainty and risk [111]. Exploring mechanisms for
human-machine collaboration in strategic decision-making,
alongside robust safeguards against machine errors, will be
crucial to mitigating these risks and leveraging the potential
of military meta power in a responsible and efficient manner.

AI algorithms are being applied to a wide range of tasks,
such as decision-making and autonomous weapons, due to
their capacity for rapid learning and adaptation. However,
it is possible that these systems may deviate from human
intentions, leading to unforeseen consequences and ethical
dilemmas. This phenomenon underscores the crucial need for
establishing robust technological and procedural guidelines
rooted in human oversight. This study proposes a framework
for developing the cognitive military power that prioritizes
human control, and accountability throughout the design,
deployment, and use phases. By embedding these principles
into this emerging power, we can mitigate the risks of unin-
tended consequences and ensure its responsible application
in accordance with human intentions.

Given the profound influence of cognitive military power
on future warfare, open and comprehensive discussions
are critical to ensure its development and deployment
remain aligned with human values. These discussions
should be informed by an ethical framework that prior-
itizes transparency, accountability, and risk mitigation in
R&D, safeguarding against potential biases and unintended
consequences as these technologies evolve. Robust ethical
principles are not simply desirable, but rather essential for
managing the profound impacts of integrating advanced cog-
nitive capabilities into military strategies.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This study conducted a thorough investigation of the role
of emerging information and communications technologies,
such as AI, big data, cloud computing, cybersecurity, and
advanced networking, in shaping military cognitive capabil-
ities. Anchored within ‘the extension theory of technology,’
which views these technologies as augmentations of human
cognitive abilities [17], we studied the implications of ‘mili-
tary meta power’ to investigate the qualitative shift in military
power that occurs through the use of ICT.

The concept of military meta power, released in
South Korea’s Defense Vision 2050 (2021), echoes the
importance of cognitive capabilities in military strategy,
particularly in the context of a dynamic and an increas-
ingly complex multi-domain battlefield. Our comprehensive
review of strategic military documents identified four key
areas of military cognitive capabilities: AI capability, cyber
capability, space capability, and C4ISR. Our further anal-
ysis revealed these capabilities are interlinked, functioning
synergistically much like the human nervous system, leading
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TABLE 6. Summary of U.S. military strategies related to ICT.
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TABLE 6. (Continued.) Summary of U.S. military strategies related to ICT.
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TABLE 6. (Continued.) Summary of U.S. military strategies related to ICT.
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TABLE 7. Keywords used in the search by segments.

TABLE 8. The results of the classification of academic papers by
ICT-enabled military capabilities.

FIGURE 2. The changing proportion of academic research on ICT-based
military capabilities over time.

us to a unified structure encompassing these cognitive capa-
bilities.

We are convinced that military meta power will sig-
nificantly influence future military landscapes. Achieving
‘cognitive superiority’ will enable militaries to rapidly and
effectively counter and adapt to threats, transforming opera-
tional performance and efficiency. These findings illuminate
not only the transformative characteristics of ICT in military
strength but also underscore the increasing influence of cog-
nitive capabilities in modern defense strategies.

The growing reliance on technology in military decision-
making raises concerns about oversight and ensuring align-
ment with human intentions. This challenge becomes par-
ticularly pressing when technological evolution outpaces our
understanding, potentially leading to unforeseen outcomes.
Therefore, establishing guidelines for the development and
application of the cognitive military power is desirable and
essential, emphasizing ethical considerations.

FIGURE 3. The proportion of academic research on ICT-based military
capabilities from 2009 to 2023.

FIGURE 4. The proportion of academic research on ICT-based military
capabilities by publisher.

A balanced approach, leveraging technological advance-
ments within the bounds of human oversight and ethical
principles, is imperative to ensuremilitary capabilities remain
aligned with human value. This commitment ensures secure
and responsible warfare in the age of advanced technology.

APPENDIX A
See Table 6.

APPENDIX B
This study conducted a systematic review of academic
papers to categorize ICT-enabled military capabilities. Ini-
tially, we categorized them into four domains: AI capability,
cyber capability, space capability, and C4ISR, drawing from
the 14 strategies published by the USmilitary. Through a sys-
tematic review, we aimed to assess whether this classification
is applicable to the broader academic literature.

The academic papers reviewed were articles published in
journals and conferences from 2009 to 2023. The search was
conducted using the database of ‘‘Web of Science’’. The
search focused on documents that pertained to both of the
military segment and the ICT segment. The military segment
searched for papers with at least one of five keywords (listed
in Table 7) in their abstracts, while the ICT segment searched
for papers with at least one of 21 representative keywords
from various information and communication areas, also
within their abstracts. Ultimately, 597 papers common to both
segments were reviewed.
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TABLE 9. Relationship between military cognitive capabilities and data life cycle.
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TABLE 9. (Continued.) Relationship between military cognitive capabilities and data life cycle.
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After reviewing the abstracts of the extracted papers,
including one duplicate paper, 364 papers were excluded
from the detailed review as they were not relevant to the
research topic. The remaining 233 papers underwent a
domain assignment process, drawing upon both abstracts and
full texts when necessary. The results of the classification
into the four ICT-based military domains are summarized by
three-year periods in Table 8.

Through the above process, we confirmed that all the
reviewed articles were appropriately classified into the four
ICT-based military domains of AI capability, cyber capa-
bility, space capability, and C4ISR. We ascertained that
using the US military strategy as a basis for classifying
ICT-based military capabilities is an appropriate approach
and is well-aligned with the trends in academic research.

The results of this review show that the number of papers
related toAI capability is increasing, while the C4ISR domain
is showing a slight decline. On the other hand, C4ISR (61%)
accounted for the largest proportion of all reviewed papers,
followed by AI capability (15%), cyber capability (14%), and
space capability (10%). We classified the reviewed papers by
publisher as a reference to identify the research trends in this
topic.

APPENDIX C
See Table 9.
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